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: یَلاعَتَ اللهُا  لَاقَ 

 ﴾ ارًیهِطْتَ مْکُرَِّهطَُیوَ  تِْیبَْلا  لَهْأَ  سَجِّْرلا  مْکُْنعَ  بَهِذُْیِل  هَُّللا  دُیرُِی  امََّنإِ  ﴿ 

Indeed, Allah desires to repel all impurity from you, O People of the Household, and
.purify you with a thorough purification

(Sūrat al-Ahzāb 33:33)

Prophetic traditions, mentioned in most reliable Sunnī and Shī‘ite reference books of
hadīth and tafsīr (Qur’anic exegesis), confirm that this holy verse was revealed to
exclusively involve the five People of the Cloak; namely, Muhammad, ‘Alī, Fātimah, al-
Hasan, and al-Husayn, peace be upon them, to whom the term ‘Ahl al-Bayt (People of

.the House)’ is solely dedicated

:For instance, refer to the following references

Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241 AH), Al-Musnad, 1:331; 4:107; 6:292, 304. (2) Sahīh Muslim (d. ( 1)
261 AH), 7:130. (3) Al-Tirmidhī (d. 279 AH), Sunan, 5:361 et al. (4) Al-Dūlābī (d. 310 AH), Al-
Dhurriyyah al-Tāhirah al-Nabawiyyah, p. 108. (5) Al-Nassā’ī (d. 303 AH), Al-Sunan al-
Kubrā’, 5: p. 108, 113. (6) Al-Hākim al-Naysābūrī (d. 405 AH), Al-Mustadrak ‘alā al-
Sahīhayn, 2:416, 3:133, 146, 147. (7) Al-Zarkāshī (d. 794 AH), Al-Burhān, p. 197. (8) Ibn Hājar

.al-Asqalānī (d. 852), Fath al-Barī Sharh Sahīh al-Bukhārī, 7:104

:As for Shī‘īte reference books of hadīth, refer to the following references

Al-Kulaynī (d. 328 AH), Usūl al-Kāfī, 1:287. (2) Ibn Bābawayh (d. 329 AH), Al-Imāmah ( 1)
wa al-Tabsirah, p. 47, H. 29. (3) Al-Maghribī (d. 363 AH), Da‘ā’im al-Islām, pp. 35, 37. (4) Al-

.Sadūq (d. 381 AH), Al-Khisāl, pp. 403, 550. (5) Al-Tūsī (d. 460 AH), Al-Amālī, H. 438, 482, 783

For more details, refer to the exegesis of the holy verse involved in the following

reference books of tafsīr: (1) Al-Tabarī (d. 310 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (2) Al-Jassāss (d. 370
AH), Ahkām al-Qur’ān. (3) Al-Wahīdī (d. 468 AH), Asbāb al-Nuzūl. (4) Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597
AH), Zād al-Masīr. (5) Al-Qurtubī (d. 671 AH), Al-Jāmi‘ li-Ahkām al-Qur’ān. (6) Ibn Kathīr
(d. 774 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (7) Al-Tha’ālibī (d. 825 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (8) Al-Suyūtī (d. 911
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AH), Al-Durr al-Manthūr. (9) Al-Shawkanī (d. 1250 AH), Fath al-Qadīr. (10) Al-‘Ayyāshī (d.
320 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (11) Al-Qummī (d. 329 AH), Book of Tafsīr. (12) Furt al-Kūfī (d. 352
AH), Book of Tafsīr; in the margin of the exegesis of verse 4:59. (13) Al-Tabrisī (d. 560

.AH), Majma‘ al-Bayān, as well as many other reference books of hadīth and tafsīr

P: 2
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: هلآ هیلع و  هللا  یلص  اللهِا  لُوسُرَ  لَاقَ 

َّیلَعَ ادَرِیَ  یَّتحَ  اقَرِتَْفیَ  نَْل  امَهَُّنإوَ  اًدَبأ ، يدِْعَب  اوُّلضـِتَ  نَْل  امَهِِب  مُْتکَّْسمَتَ  نْإ  امَ  یِتْیَب ، لَهْأ  یِترَْتعِوَ  اللهِا  بَاتَکِ  نِْیلَقََّثلا : مُکُیِف  كٌرِاتَ  یِّنإ 
.ضَوْحَْلا

:The Messenger of Allah (ṣ) said

Verily, I am leaving among you two weighty things [thaqalayn]: The Book of Allah and“
my progeny [‘itrat], the members of my Household [Ahl al-Bayt]. If you hold fast to
them, you shall never go astray. These two will never separate from each other until

(.” they meet me at the Pond [ḥawḍ] (of Kawthar

:Some references

AlḤākim alNaysābūrī, AlMustadrak ‘alā al-Ṣaḥīḥayn (Beirut), vol. 3, pp. 109-110, 148, * 
533

Muslim, Al-Ṣaḥīḥ, (English translation), book 31, hadīths 5920-3 * 

AlTirmidhī, Al-Ṣaḥīḥ, vol. 5, pp. 621-2, hadīths 3786, 3788; vol. 2, p. 219 * 

Al-Nassā’ī, Khaṣā’iṣ ‘Alī ibn Abī Ṭālib, hadīth 79 * 

Aḥmad ibn Ḥanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 3, pp. 14, 17, 26; vol. 3, pp. 26, 59; vol. 4, p. 371; vol. 5, * 
pp. 181-182, 189-190

Ibn alAthīr, Jāmi‘ alUṣūl, vol. 1, p. 277 * 

Ibn Kathīr, AlBidāyah wa alNihāyah, vol. 5, p. 209 * 

Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr al-Qur’ān al-‘Aẓīm , vol. 6, p. 199 * 

Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Albānī, Silsilat al-Aḥādīth al-Ṣaḥīḥah (Kuwait: Al-Dār al-Salafiyyah), * 
vol. 4, pp. 355-358
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FOREWORD

The legacy of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a), preserved by their followers, is in the custody of
their school of thought, which forms a complete system that covers the various
branches of Islamic learning. This school has been able to train minds that were

favorably disposed to drink from this spring and present the Islamic nation with great
scholars who emulated the missionary life of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a). For centuries, these
scholars provided convincing answers in response to questions that were posed by
people from different schools of thought and intellectual tendencies, both from within

.and outside the Muslim nation

In line with its responsibilities, the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly has undertaken to
defend the sacred message of Islam and reveal its true nature, which

P: 1
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unfortunately has been adulterated by followers of other sects and proponents of
ideologies that are in opposition with Islam. This organization, following in the

footsteps of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) and their followers, strives to respond to constant
.challenges and remain in the forefront of the struggle

The intellectual experiences of the scholars of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) school in this regard
are unparalleled, as they contain scientific investigation, which depends on rational
proof and shuns personal opinion and chauvinism, thus, accepted by all people

.possessing an unimpaired natural disposition

The Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly endeavors to present, to the seekers of truth, a
new round of these rich experiences by publishing a series of works written by
contemporary writers who are followers of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) school of thought,
including those who received divine grace and embraced this noble school. In

addition, this organization undertakes the edition and publication of beneficial works

of past Shī‘ah scholars, to ensure sufficient resource material for the seekers of truth.
The purpose of this effort is to put the facts possessed by the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) school at
the disposal of the whole world, at a time when minds are globally moving towards

.perfection and speedily correlating

It is hoped that readers will not deprive the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly of their
.valuable views and suggestions as well as constructive criticism in this area

P: 2
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We also invite scholars, translators and other institutions to assist us in propagating
.the pure Muhammadan (ṣ) Islam

We ask God, the Exalted, to accept this trivial effort and enhance it further under the
auspices of His vicegerent on earth, Hadrat al-Mahdī (may Allah, the Exalted, expedite
his glorious advent). It is appropriate here to express our utmost gratitude to Sayyid
‘Abd al-Hādī al-Sharīfī for writing the book and to Mr. Afzal Sumar for translating it, as
well as to all our honorable colleagues in accomplishing this task, especially the dear

.ones in the Translation Office for performing their responsibility

Cultural Affairs Department

Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) World Assembly

P: 3
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INTRODUCTION

Islamic Law considers the daily ritual prayer as an important pillar of Islam. A specific
form has been legislated for the ritual prayer which constitutes elements as well as
specific conditions which further augment it, so that the ritual prayer may be valid and

.correct in the eyes of the Legislator, the Glorified and Exalted

Prostration, without any doubt, is an important part of the obligatory [wājib] and
supererogatory [nāfilah] prayers. In fact, it is the highest degree of humbleness and
sincerity in the ritual prayer as it is the clearest manifestation of servitude, obedience
and self-abasement on the part of the creature towards his Creator. Indeed, by the
act of prostration, a believer reiterates his absolute worship and obedience of Allah,

the Exalted. This is why Allah has not

P: 5
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.permitted His creatures to prostrate before anyone other than Himself

All Muslims unanimously believe that prostration is due only to Allah, the Exalted.
.Indeed, he who rejects this belief will have left the bounds of Islam

As for the question of what to prostrate on, all Muslims, unanimously regard the
validity of prostrating on earth and soil. Rather, they concur that it is preferable to

.prostrate on earth or soil according to Prophetic traditions

Thus, we shall concentrate on investigating the transmitted noble traditions regarding
the substances on which it is permissible and impermissible to prostrate. Secondly, we

shall endeavor to find out the legal position regarding permissibility of prostrating on
what grows from the earth in relation to what is edible and inedible, wearable and un-
wearable. Thirdly, we shall aim to discover from these sayings the distinction between

(the established practice [sunnah] of the Prophet (s)(1

and innovation [bid‘ah]. Fourthly, we shall try to discern the legal position regarding
prostrating on earth and its soil. Lastly, we shall study the merits of the soil from the

grave of Imām al-Husayn (‘a)(2) and what distinguishes it. In the

P: 6

The abbreviation, “s”, stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, sallallāhu ‘alayhi wa - 1
ālihī wa sallam [may God’s blessings and peace be upon him and his progeny], which is

.[ mentioned after the name of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (s). [Trans

The abbreviation, “‘a” stands for the Arabic invocative phrase, ‘alayhi’s-salām, - 2
‘alayhim’us-salām, or ‘alayhā’s-salām [may peace be upon him/them/her], which is
mentioned after the names of the prophets, angels, Imāms from the Prophet’s

.[ progeny, and saints (‘a). [Trans
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process we shall discover the secret behind the emphasis and value placed on the soil
from the grave of Imām al-Husayn (‘a) and the current practice among Muslims of
carrying clay tablets made from the soil of his grave for the purpose of prostrating on

.it during the ritual prayers

:Thus, we shall present this study as follows

The transmitted traditions regarding what to prostrate on during the daily ritual ( 1
.prayers

.The preference of prostrating on earth and on soil ( 2

(. The merits of the soil from the grave of Imām al-Husayn (‘a ( 3

The reason of emphasis on prostrating on the soil from the grave of Imām al- ( 4
(. Husayn (‘a

P: 7
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FIRST DISCUSSION

Transmitted Traditions Regarding Prostration

In this chapter we shall present the transmitted teachings and practice [sunnah] of
the Prophet (s) regarding what is permissible to prostrate on during the ritual prayers,
as recorded in the six authentic books of traditions and other main books of traditions.
Proceeding in the light of these traditions, we shall adopt them as worthy of emulation

and as the correct path from which there is no escape. These traditions are divided
.into three sections

Traditions which furnish evidence on the permissibility of prostration on earth and soil

The Prophet (s) is reported to have said, “The earth has been established for me as ( 1
.” a place of prostration and as an agent of purification

P: 9
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Al-Muslim records the same thus, “The entire earth has been created for us as a place
of prostration and its soil has been made for us as a purifying agent when we do not

.” find water

Al-Tirmidhī records it thus, “The entire earth has been appointed for us as a place of
prostration and as a purifying agent.” This report has been narrated by ‘Alī ibn Abū

Tālib, ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Umar, Abū Hurayrah, Jābir, ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abbās, Hudhayfah,
.Anas, Abū Umaymah and Abū Dharr

In al-Bayhaqī, the tradition reads, “The earth has been made pure as well as a place
of prostration for me.” Yet another tradition in this collection says: “The earth has
been established as pure and as a place of prostration, thus whenever the time for

(prayer arrives, pray wherever you are.”(1

The Prophet (s) said to Abū Dharr, “The earth for you is a place of prostration, so ( 2
(whenever the time for prayers comes upon you, then do not hesitate to pray.”(2

(Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abbās reports, “The Prophet (s) prostrated on stones.”(3 ( ‘ 3

P: 10

Sahīh al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, pp. 86, 113; Sahīh al-Muslim, vol. 2, p. 64; Sunan al-Nassā’ī, - 1
vol. 2, p. 32; Sunan Abū Dāwūd, vol. 1, p. 79; Sahīh al-Tirmidhī, vol. 2, p. 114; Sunan al-

.Kubrā, vol. 2, pp. 433, 435
.Sunan al-Nassā’ī, vol. 2, p. 37 - 2

Al-Hākim al-Naysābūrī quotes this in his Al-Mustadrak ‘alā al-Sahīhayn, vol. 3, p. 473. - 3
.He has verified it and so has Al-Dhahabī
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Abū Sa‘īd Khudrī reports, “Indeed, my eyes caught sight of the Prophet (s) when ( 4
(there were traces of water and soil on his nose and forehead.”(1

In a report traced to Rifa ibn Rafi, he is quoted as saying, “Then, he (s) glorified ( 5
(Allah) and prostrated, firmly setting down his forehead on the earth until his limbs

(became still, settled and even.”(2

(Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abbās, Anas and Buraydah report(3 ( ‘ 6

that, “Three things are useless and vain: (one of them being) when a person wipes

dust off his forehead before completing his prayers.” A report with a similar import

and in the words of Wathilah ibn Asqā’ reads: “A man does not wipe the dust from his
(brow till he finishes his prayers.”(4

Jābir ibn ‘Abd Allāh reports: “I was offering the noon ritual prayers with the Prophet ( 7
(s) and took a handful of pebbles into my palms in order to cool them and to prostrate

.” on them due to the intensity of the heat

The text of a similar report from Jābir, in the collection of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, reads,
“We were offering the noon ritual prayers with the Prophet (s) and I took into my

hands a handful of pebbles and began to move them from one hand to the other in
.order to cool them

P: 11

Sahīh al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, pp. 163, 198; vol. 2, pp. 253-254, 256, 258-259; Sunan Abū Dāwūd - 1
.vol. 1, pp. 143-144; Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 104

.Al-Bayhaqī quotes this in his Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 102 - 2
.This report has a sound chain, traceable to these companions - 3

Al-Bazzar and al-Tabrānī cite this from Majma‘ al-Zawāi’d, vol. 2, pp. 83-84 in the - 4
”. chapter on “Wiping the Forehead during the Ritual Prayer
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.” Then, I prostrated on them due to the intensity of the heat

In the words of a report from Jābir and recorded in the collection of al-Bayhaqī, it
reads, “I was offering the noon ritual prayers with the Prophet (s) and took a handful
of pebbles into my palms to cool them, and placed my forehead on them when I

.” prostrated, due to the intensity of the heat

(Then al-Bayhaqī writes that the Shaykh(1

said, “If prostration on cloth that is joined to one’s apparel is permissible, then that is
because it is easier than cooling pebbles in one’s palm and prostrating on them. And

(with Allah lies success.”(2

Anas ibn Mālik reports, “We used to pray with the Prophet (s) in the intense heat and ( 8
one of us would take some pebbles in his palms. When the pebbles cooled he would

(place them on the ground and prostrate on them.”(3

Khubab ibn Art reports, “We complained to the Prophet (s) about the intense heat of ( 9
(the burning sands on our foreheads and palms but he did not complain to us.”(4

Umar ibn Khattāb reports, “One night it rained, so when we left our houses for the ( ‘ 10
morning ritual prayer, one of the men walked to the valley and

P: 12

.[ Identity of the shaykh is unknown. [trans - 1
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 1, p. 327; Al- Bayhaqī, Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. - 2

.105
.Al-Bayhaqī, Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 106 - 3

.Al-Bayhaqī, Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, pp. 105, 107; Nayl al-Awtar, vol. 2, p. 268 - 4
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collected pebbles in his clothes and used them to prostrate on. When the Prophet (s)
saw this, he remarked, ‘What a beautiful spread!’ That was the beginning of the use

.” of pebbles

Abū Dāwūd quotes ‘Abd Allāh bin ‘Umar saying, “It rained one night and the earth
became moist and wet. So a man set out to collect pebbles in his clothes which he

(then spread under himself…”(1

Ayādh ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Qurashī reports, “The Prophet (s) saw a man prostrating ( ‘ 11
on his turban. He gestured towards his turban and forehead, meaning thereby to tell

(him to raise his turban (from his forehead).”(2

The Commander of the Faithful, ‘Alī (‘a), said, “When one of you prays he should ( 12
(draw away his turban from his forehead.”(3

Nafi (the client of ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Umar) reports, “Indeed, when ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Umar ( 13
(the son of the Caliph ‘Umar) would prostrate and he had his turban on his head, he

(would raise it in order to place his forehead on the earth.”(4

It is reported about Ubādah ibn Sāmit (a companion of the Prophet (s)), that when ( 14
(he would stand up for prayers, he would remove his turban from his forehead.(5

P: 13

.Abū Dāwūd, vol. 1, p. 75; Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 440 - 1
.Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 105 - 2

.Ibid - 3

.Ibid - 4

.Ibid - 5
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Abū ‘Ubaydah reports that the companion of the Prophet (s), ‘Abd Allāh ibn Mas‘ūd ( 15
(would never pray or prostrate except on earth.(1

It is reported about Ibrāhīm that when he would stand up to pray, he would do so ( 16
on a “bardī” whilst he would prostrate on the earth. When asked as to what a “bardī”

(was, the reply was that it was a papyrus mat.(2

Sālih ibn Haywān al-Siba’ī reports, “The Prophet (s) saw a man prostrating on his ( 17
forehead when he had a turban on it! So, the Prophet (s) removed the turban from his

(forehead.”(3

Regarding what has been transmitted about prostration on other than earth without

any excuse

Malikah, the grandmother of Anas ibn Mālik invited the Prophet (s) for a meal which ( 1
she had prepared for him. He partook of it and then said, “Do stand up so that I may

lead you in the ritual prayer.” Anas ibn Mālik says, “I got up to get our mat which had
blackened due to excessive use. I sprinkled it with some water and then the Prophet
(s) stood on it and I lined up behind him and so did the orphan and the elderly behind

(us…”(4

P: 14

Al-Tabarānī cites it in Al-Kabīr, vol 9, p. 355, and on its authority in Majma‘ al- - 1
.Zawā’id, vol 2, p. 57

Al-Tabarānī cites it in Al-Kabīr, vol 9, p. 355, and on its authority in Majma‘ al- - 2
.Zawā’id, vol 2, p. 57

.Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p.105; Nasb al-Rayā, vol.1, p. 386 - 3
.Al-Bukhārī quotes it in Al-Sahīh, vol. 1. p. 101; Sunan al-Nassā’ī, vol. 2, p. 57 - 4
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Umm Sulaym asked the Prophet (s) to come to her house and to pray in it. He agreed,
thus she led him to the place of prayer in her house where there lay a mat which she
moistened with some water, whereupon he prayed on it and the others prayed with

(him.(1

.” Abū ‘Abd Allāh ibn Mājah said, “Al-fihl is a mat which has blackened

(In the book of traditions compiled by al-Bayhaqī(2

is a report that the Prophet (s) used to take a siesta in the house of Umm Sulaym and
she would spread out for him a leather mat, which she would perfume for him. She

(would then spread a “khamra”(3) (mat) and he would pray on it.(4

P: 15

In the words of the report in Sunan Ibn Mājah, vol. 1, p. 200, he said: “Some of my - 1
uncles prepared food for the Prophet (s). Then, he said to the Prophet (s), I would like
you to eat at my house and to pray in it. And so he arrived, and in the house were a
couple of “fuhūl” (plural form of fihl). He then instructed that a portion of one of them

.” be swept and sprinkled with water, and then he prayed and we prayed with him
.Al-Bayhaqī, Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 421 - 2

Khamra has been defined in E.W. Lane’s Arabic to English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 583, as “a - 3
small oblong shaped mat, large enough for a man to prostrate on, made of palm

.[ leaves and woven with thread or skin.” [trans
This is also reported in Sunan, vol. 2, p. 436 in these words: “The Prophet (s) was the - 4
best of men in character, and sometimes the time for prayers would arrive while he
would be in our house. So, he would instruct that the spread on which he was sitting
be swept and moistened. Then, he would stand on it and we would stand behind him
and he would lead us in prayer. The mat used to be of palm branches stripped of their
leaves.” This report is also recorded in these words: “The Messenger of Allah (s)
entered a house in which was a “fihl”—a blackened mat—so he swept a portion of it

.” and sprayed water on it and prayed on it
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On the margins of al-Bayhaqī’s collection is the note that a “fihl” is a used mat, made

(from palm leaves.(1

Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abbās reports, “The Prophet (s) used to pray on the “khamra” (a ( ‘ 2
(mat).”(2

It is narrated that Abū Sa‘īd Khudrī once visited the Prophet (s) and saw him praying ( 3
(on a mat and prostrating on it.(3

Lady Maymūnah, the wife of the Prophet (s) reports, “The Prophet (s) would be ( 4
praying and I would be sitting opposite him and sometimes his clothes would brush

(me when he went into prostration. He used to pray on a “khamra”.”(4

Abd Allāh ibn ‘Umar reports, “The Prophet (s) used to pray on a “khamra”, and ( ‘ 5
(prostrate on it.”(5

P: 16

Al-Tirmidhī quotes it in his Al-Sahīh, vol. 2, p. 128 from Anas that he said: “He - 1
.” moistened the spread for us and prayed on it

Sahīh al-Tirmidhī, vol. 2, p. 126; Imām ibn al-‘Arabī al-Mālikī said: “Al-Khumra is the - 2
.” mat for prayers

Sahīh al-Muslim, vol. 2, pp. 62, 128; Ibn Mājah quotes this in his Al-Sunan, vol. 1, p. - 3
321; Al-Tirmidhī also quotes this in his Jāmi‘, vol. 2, p. 127, but the words “he was

.prostrating on it” are missing

Al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, p. 101; Al-Muslim, vol. 2, p. 128; Ibn Mājah, vol. 1, p. 320; Al-Nassā’ī, - 4
vol. 2, p. 57; Al-Bayhaqī, vol. 2, p. 421. Al-Muslim quotes as follows in vol 1, p. 168 from
‘Ā’ishah that she said that the Prophet (s) asked her to pass the “khumra” from the
mosque. She replied that she was in the state of menstruation. He said, “Your state of

.” menstruation is not of your doing
.Al-Tabrānī quotes this in Al-Awsat, vol. 8, p. 348 and in al-Kabīr, vol. 12, p. 292 - 5
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Lady Umm Salamah, the wife of the Prophet (s) narrates, “The Prophet (s) had a ( 6
(“hasīrah(1)” and a “khamra”, which he used to pray on.”(2

Anas ibn Mālik reports, “The Prophet (s) used to pray on a “khamra” and prostrate ( 7
(on it.”(3

Regarding what has been transmitted about prostration on things other than earth
due to an excuse

Anas ibn Mālik reports, “When we prayed with the Prophet (s) and one of us was ( 1
unable to place his forehead firmly on the earth due to intense heat, he would take off

.” his cloak (outer garment) and prostrate on it

The text of a similar report from Anas and recorded in the collection of Al-Bukhārī

reads, “When we used to pray with the Prophet (s), one of us would place the border
(or fringe) of his cloak (or outer garment) at the place of prostration due to the

.” intensity of heat

A variant of this report in the collection of Al-Muslim, reads, “We used to pray with the
Prophet (s) in the intense heat, thus when one of us would be

P: 17

A hasīrah has been defined in E.W. Lane’s Arabic to English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 809 as - 1
(. “a mat woven with reeds or rushes or palm leaves

Abū Ya‘lā quotes it and so does al-Tabrānī in Al-Awsat, vol. 6, p. 288. The narrators in - 2
the chain of the report in the book of Abū Ya‘lā are reliable and trustworthy and
similar is the case of the report from Umm Habībah quoted in Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol.

.2, p. 57
Al-Tabrānī quotes it in Al-Awsat and in Al-Saghīr with chains, some of which are - 3

.authentic, the narrators are trustworthy as in Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol. 2, p. 57
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unable(1) to place his forehead firmly on the earth, he would spread his cloak and
.” prostrate on it

This report has also been recorded in the following words, “We used to pray with the
Prophet (s) and one of us would place the edge of his cloak at the place of prostration

(due to the intensity of heat.”(2

Al-Shawkanī writes in Al-Nayl, “This tradition offers evidence for the permissibility of
prostration on cloth in order to protect oneself from the heat of the ground. However,
this tradition also alludes to the fact that the placing of the forehead on the earth
during prostration is the basic rule and principle, while the spreading of the cloak for
the purpose of prostration is only a temporary respite, due to the inability of the

.” worshipper to place his brow on the burning sand

Anas ibn Mālik reports, “When we would pray the “al-dhahayr” prayers behind the ( 2
Prophet (s), we would prostrate on our cloaks in order to protect ourselves from the

.” heat

(Ibn Mājah in his collection of traditions Al-Sunan,(3

as well as Imām al-Sindī in his commentary state that the word “al-dhahayr” is the
”, plural of “al-dhahīrah

P: 18

This report can also be found in the collection of Ibn Mājah with a different choice - 1
.” of word for “inability

Al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, p. 101; Al-Muslim, vol. 2, p. 109; Ibn Mājah vol. 1, p. 321; Abū Dāwūd, - 2
vol. 1, p. 106; Al-Darimī, Sunan, vol. 1, p. 308; Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 1, p. 100;

.Al-Sunan al-Kubrā, vol. 2, p. 106; and Nayl al-Awtar, vol. 2, p. 268
.Ibn Mājah, Sunan, vol. 2, p. 216 - 3
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(which means the intense heat in the middle of the day.(1

It is in this context that the report from ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abbās regarding the Prophet (s)
(is to be understood when he said, “I saw the Prophet (s) prostrating on his cloak.”(2

Al-Bukhārī(3) states in the chapter on prostrating on cloth due to the intensity of heat
that Hassān said, “The community used to prostrate on their turbans and headgears

.” while their hands would be in their sleeves

(There is a traceable report which Ahmad ibn Hanbal(4

cites from Muhammad ibn Rabi‘ah who reports from Yūnus ibn Hārith al-Tā’fī who

reports from Abū ‘Awn who reports from his father and who reports from Mughayrah,
(or liked to pray on tanned skin hide.”(5

The chain of this report completely lacks credibility, and thus reports of such nature
cannot be used as evidence in legal rulings. For in this chain is Yūnus ibn Hārith, and
Imām Ahmad says about him, “His reports are confused, weak or insufficiently

.” supported

P: 19

Thus, the report from Anas would mean, they used to spread out and prostrate on - 1
.their cloaks when praying the noon prayers

.Abū Ya‘lā quotes it and al-Tabrānī too, in Al-Kabīr, vol. 11, p. 84 - 2
Sahīh al-Bukhārī, vol. 1, p. 101 in the chapter on prostration on cloth due to intense - 3

.heat
.Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 4, p. 204 - 4

Abū Dāwūd quotes it in his collection, vol. 1, p. 106; Al-Bayhaqī in his Al-Sunan, vol. 2, - 5
.p. 420 with the same chain
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Abd Allāh ibn Ahmad says, “I asked my father about Yūnus ibn Hārith and he‘
.” discredited him strongly

Yahyā ibn Main opined about him as being a person having no worth or integrity. Abū

Hātam said regarding him, “His reports are not strongly supported,” whilst al-Nassā’ī
considered him as being weak in his narrations and again reiterated that his reports
were not strongly supported. Ibn Abū Shaybah says, “I asked Ibn Main about him and
he replied, ‘We consider him to be extremely weak and lacking integrity,’ while al-Sajī

(said about him, ‘He is weak in credibility.’”(1

Furthermore, in the chain of this report we have as one of the links, Abū Awn Ubayd

Allāh ibn Sa‘īd al-Thaqafī al-Kūfī, regarding whom Abū Hātam says in his work Al-Jarh
.wa al-Ta‘dīl, that he is unknown, similar to what he said about his son

And Ibn Hājar says about him: “Abū Awn Ubayd Allāh ibn Sa‘īd al-Thaqafī al-Kūfī’s
(report narrated from Mughayrah ibn Shu‘bah is incompletely transmitted.” (2

As for the text of this (allegedly) traceable report, it is silent regarding the act of
prostration and its rules, and to forge a link between prayers on skin hide and

.prostration on it cannot be justified and is thus repudiated

P: 20

.Tahdhīb al-Tahdhīb, vol. 11, p. 437 - 1
.This means the chain is not properly linked but rather has defects - 2
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Conclusion

All these traditions are the totality of what has been reported in the six authentic
books of traditions as well as other books of traditions, whether with complete chains
of transmission or otherwise, on the issue of what to prostrate on. Indeed, there does
not remain any report which we have failed to quote. The texts of all these reports
prove that the primary ruling and basic principle regarding prostration is that it has to
be done on earth to the best of one’s ability. The second alternative is to prostrate on
what grows from the earth but which is inedible and unwearable, and this ruling is
derived from the reports which depict the Prophet (s) as praying on mats made from
palm leaves such as the reports which mention the “khamra”, “hasīrah”, “fihl”, etc.
There is no escaping these two rulings in the absence of an excuse. However, in the
event of an excuse or the inability of placing firmly one’s forehead on the earth, it is
permitted to prostrate on cloth that is joined to one’s apparel over cloth that is
separate from it because of the absence of its mention in the practice [sunnah] of the

(. Prophet (s

As for prostration on carpets, rugs, mattresses or woven spreads made from wool,
animal hair or fur, silk and their like, there is no proof whatsoever, which may permit

it. Neither do we find any reason or cause mentioned in the reports transmitted which

permit it. It should be borne in mind that these are the traditions of the Six Authentic

Books, collections which shoulder the responsibility of explaining and clarifying the
rules of religion, especially rules pertaining to the ritual prayer which is the pillar of the

faith, and yet we do not find in them even one report

P: 21
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!or even a hint or allusion to permit prostration on carpets and their like

Similar is the case in the rest of the important collections of traditions compiled during
the first three centuries of the Hijrah. We do not find in them any indication which may

establish for us an evidence for the permissibility of such a practice in either a
.connected report or an unconnected one

Therefore, the opinion permitting prostration on carpets and rugs and adhering to
such a practice as well as the carpeting of mosques for prostration on them, a
practice which is current among the people is an outright innovation [bid‘ah] and a
novel practice which has no legal precedent. It goes contrary to the guidance of Allah,
the Glorious and Honorable, and the teachings and practice [sunnah] of His Prophet

(. (s

Al-Hāfiz al-Kabīr (the great memorizer) Abū Bakr ibn Abū Shaybah, the reliable and
trustworthy hadīth scholar, based on his chain and recorded in his work Al-Musannaf,
in the second volume, reports from Sa‘īd ibn Musayyab, who reports from

Muhammad ibn Sīrīn who said, “Surely, the prayer performed on a carpet is a new and
unprecedented practice.” And he has verified a report from the Prophet (s) which

says, “The worst of affairs are the novel ones and every novel affair is an innovation
([bid‘ah].”(1

P: 22

Cited in “Our Conduct and Practice” by Amīnī (i.e. the conduct and practice [sunnah] - 1
.of the Prophet -s-), pp. 146-157
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SECOND DISCUSSION

Preference of Prostration on Earth

The instruction to rub one’s face on the earth or to place one’s face on earth or soil
during prostration has been transmitted in the noble traditions. This instruction

proves the preference or desirability of prostrating on earth at the very least, if not
proving its obligation. Here are some of the authoritative narrations regarding

rubbing one’s face or placing one’s face on earth during prostration. Surely, these
.reports indicate a preference for such an attitude, without doubt

Khālid al-Juhanī says, “The Prophet (s) saw Sahib prostrating in such a manner as if ( 1
!he was trying to save his face from the dust or soil of the earth

P: 23
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(Whereupon the Prophet (s) said to him, ‘Rub(1

(your face on the earth, O Sahib!’”(2

It is clear from this report that Sahib was trying to protect his face from the dust of ( 2
the ground or the earth by prostrating on cloth, either joined to his apparel or
otherwise. But the least required is to prostrate on mats or clean and pure stones in
all cases, for the report above as well as those mentioned in the previous section
insist on prostration on earth in preference to prostration on pebbles, whereas they
.permit prostration on pebbles in preference to prostration on things other than earth

Lady Umm Salamah narrates, “The Prophet (s) saw our slave called “Aflah” blowing ( 3
(on the ground when prostrating,(3

(so he said: ‘O Aflah, rub your face on the earth!’”(4

In another report, the Prophet (s) is described as saying, “O Rabbāh, rub your face ( 4
(on the earth.”(5

Abū Sālih narrates, “I once visited Lady Umm Salamah. While I was there, her ( 5
nephew came in to visit her and performed two cycles [rak‘ahs] of prayer in her
house. When he went into prostration he tried blowing away the dust, so Lady Umm

Salamah said, ‘My nephew, do not blow thus, for I have heard the Prophet (s) telling
,his slave by the name of Yasār

P: 24

The words in the traditions are, “tarraba wajhaka, yā…” The meaning of the word - 1
.[ “tarraba” in the Hans Wehr Dictionary is given as “to cover with dust/earth.” [trans

.Al-Muttaqī al-Hindī, Kanz al-‘Ummāl, vol. 7, p. 465, no. 19810 - 2
.Presumably trying to blow away the dust - 3

.Al-Muttaqī al-Hindī, Kanz al-‘Ummāl, vol. 7, p. 459, no. 19776 - 4
.Ibid., p. 465, no. 19777 - 5
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who was trying to blow away the dust likewise; ‘Rub your face on the earth for the
(sake of Allah, the Honorable and Glorious’.’”(1

It would not be out of place to quote here what the prominent jurist of Medina in the ( 6
second century of the Hijrah, Imām Ja‘far al-Sādiq, a descendant of the Prophet (s)
and a contemporary of Imām Mālik, had to say when asked about the place of
prostration and the wisdom behind it. He responded, “Prostration is not allowed

except on earth or on what grows from the earth with the proviso that it should not be
edible or wearable.” When prompted to explain the wisdom behind such an

instruction, he said, “The prostration is in obedience and submission to Allah, the
Honorable and Glorious, thus it does not behoove that it be done on things that are
eaten or worn, for the people of this world are slaves of what they eat and wear. It
does not behoove the one prostrating during his worship for Allah, the Honorable and
Glorious, to place his forehead on that which is the object of deification for the people

(of the world and which is known to mislead by its deception.”(2

P: 25

.Ibid., p. 465, no. 19810 and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 6, p. 301 - 1
.Fiqh al-Imām al-Sādiq, vol. 1, p. 161, ‘Ilal al-Sharā’i‘, vol. 2, p. 37 - 2
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P: 26
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THIRD DISCUSSION

(Merits of the Soil from the Grave of Imām al-Husayn (‘a

When Imām al-Awzaī (d: 157 AH / 774 AD), the teacher of Imām Abū Hanīfah, intended
to travel from Medina, he carried with him some clay of Medina for the sake of
prostrating on it. When he was asked the reason for this, he replied, “The best place
on the face of this earth is the place in which is buried the Prophet of Allah (s), and I

(desire that my prostrations to Allah, the Honorable and Glorious, be on it.”(1

Either Lady ‘Ā’ishah or Umm Salamah reports that the Prophet (s) said (to one of
them), “An angel visited me today in the house, one who had never visited me before.

It said to me: ‘This grandson of yours, al-Husayn, will be killed and if you like I can

P: 27

.See Bāqir Sharīf al-Qarashī, “This is Shī‘ism”, pp. 267-270 - 1
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show you the clay from the earth where he will be killed.’ And he brought me this red
(clay!”(1

Lady Umm Salamah narrates, “The Prophet (s) was sitting in my house one day and
said to me: ‘Do not permit any one to enter my room.’ So I waited, bidding my time

and keeping watch. Then, al-Husayn entered and suddenly I heard the sound of the
Prophet (s) sobbing. I rose to inquire and saw al-Husayn in the Prophet’s room while

the Prophet (s) was stroking his forehead and weeping. I said: ‘By Allah, I did not see
him enter your room!’ The Prophet (s) said: ‘Gabriel was with us in the house. He

asked me: ‘Do you love him (al-Husayn)? See him enter your room!’ I replied,
‘Certainly’. He said: ‘Surely, your community will murder him in a land called Karbalā,’
and then he reached out for the clay of this land and showed it to me.” (Many years
later) when al-Husayn was completely surrounded and about to be killed, he asked,
‘What is the name of this land?’ They (the people around him or his murderers)
replied, ‘Karbalā.’ He said: ‘The Prophet of Allah (s) spoke the truth, “sorrow (the

(meaning of “karb”) and affliction” (the meaning of “balā”).’”(2

Muhammad ibn Mashhadī records in the book Mazār al-Kabīr with his chain from
Ibrāhīm ibn Muhammad al-Thaqafī, from his father, from Imām al-Sādiq (‘a), who

said, “Fātimah, the daughter of the Prophet (s) used to glorify and praise Allah using a
woven thread

P: 28

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Al-Musnad, vol. 7, p. 418, here it is reported from Lady Umm - 1
.Salamah

Al-Haythamī, Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol. 9, pp. 180-189, in the chapter on “the Merits of - 2
(”. al-Husayn (‘a
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rosary which had knots equal to the number of glorifications [takbīrāt] (allāh-u akbar).
She would turn the rosary in her hand, glorifying and praising Allah till when Hamzah

ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib was martyred. Thereafter, she used the clay from his grave to
make a rosary and the people followed her example. When Husayn ibn ‘Alī (‘a) was

martyred this practice was transferred to the clay of his grave and the people began
(to use it due to the grace and excellence it possessed.”(1

The earth of Karbalā is like the earth of Mecca or Medina, surrounded by a halo of
sanctity and exaltation. A narrator reports that when the Commander of the Faithful,
‘Alī (‘a) happened to pass across the land of Karbalā, he took a handful of its soil to
smell it, and then cried so hard that the earth got wet with his tears. He said, “Seventy
thousand people will be gathered from this land and will enter heaven without

(reckoning.”(2

The Mother of the Faithful, Lady Umm Salamah narrates that one night the Prophet
(s) was reclining on his bed, but he was in a strangely perplexed mood! He got up and
then went back to sleep, this time even more perplexed and disconcerted than

before. He then again got up and in his hand was red clay which he

P: 29

Mustadrak al-Wasā’il, vol. 4, p. 12, chapter 9 from the section on the - 1
Recommendation of Prostration on the Clay from the Grave of al-Husayn (‘a), hadīth
number 4056, based on Mashhadī’s Mazār al-Kabīr; Bihār al-Anwār, vol. 101, p. 133,
number 64; Wasā’il al-Shī‘ah, vol. 6, p. 455, chapter 16, the chapter on Making Rosaries

(. from the Clay of the Grave of al-Husayn (‘a
.Al-Haythamī, Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol. 9, p. 191 - 2
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was turning over in his hand. I asked, “What is this clay, O Prophet of Allah?” He

replied, pointing at al-Husayn: “Gabriel informed me that he (al-Husayn) will be
murdered in the land of Iraq. So I asked Gabriel to show me the clay of the land on

(which he will be killed, and this is that clay.”(1

Umm al-Fadl bint Hārith narrates, “Al-Husayn was in my lap when I visited the
Prophet (s). Whilst there, I suddenly happened to turn around and I saw the Prophet’s
(s) eyes shedding copious tears. So I asked, ‘May my parents be your sacrifice, O
Prophet of Allah (s), what has happened to you?’ He replied: ‘Gabriel came to me and
informed me that my community will murder this grandson of mine.’ Umm al-Fadl

?’ became alarmed and asked in disbelief: ‘Will he be killed—pointing to Husayn

The Prophet (s) replied in the affirmative and said, ‘Gabriel offered me this red
(clay.’”(2

Lady ‘Ā’ishah narrates, “Al-Husayn ibn ‘Alī visited the Prophet (s) at a time when

revelation was taking place, and dashed towards him. Gabriel asked the Prophet, ‘Do

you love him O Muhammad (s)?’ The Prophet replied, ‘Why should I not love him?’ So
Gabriel said, ‘Your community will murder him after you,’ and he extended his hand
and brought forward some white clay. Then he said: ‘On this land will this son of yours

.’ be killed. Its name is al-Taff

P: 30

Al-Hākim al-Naysābūrī, Al-Mustadrak ‘alā al-Sahīhayn, vol. 4, p. 398; Al-Muttaqī al- - 1
.Hindī, Kanz al-‘Ummāl, vol. 7, p. 106; Siyar Alāmu al-Nubala, vol. 3, p. 15

Al-Hākim al-Naysābūrī, Al-Mustadrak ‘alā al-Sahīhayn, vol. 3, p. 176, vol. 4, p. 398; - 2
.Kitāb Ta‘bīr al-Ru’yā
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When Gabriel left, the clay was still there in the Prophet’s (s) hand and he was

weeping. He said: ‘O ‘Ā’ishah, Gabriel has informed me that my grandson al-Husayn

.’ will be killed in a land called al-Taff and that my community will turn away after me

Then the Prophet (s) went out weeping to his companions among who were ‘Alī, Abū

Bakr, ‘Umar, Hudhayfah and Abū Dharr. They rushed towards him, exclaiming, ‘What

(…?’ makes you cry, O Prophet of Allah (s

He replied: ‘Gabriel informed me that my grandson al-Husayn will be murdered in a
land known as al-Taff and he brought me this clay telling me that in it will be his final

(resting place.’” (1

Lady Umm Salamah reports, “Al-Hasan and al-Husayn were playing in front of the
Prophet (s) in our house when Gabriel descended. He said: ‘O Muhammad, your
community will murder this grandson of yours’—and he pointed at al-Husayn. The

Prophet (s) wept and clasped al-Husayn to his chest. In his hand was some clay which

he began to smell and said, ‘Woe unto “sorrow” (the meaning of “karb”) and “affliction”
”(.’ (the meaning of “balā

He handed the clay over to Lady Umm Salamah and said, ‘When this clay changes to
…’ blood, then know that my grandson has been killed

P: 31

Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol. 9, p. 187; Tahdhīb al-Kamāl, p. 71: The Prophet took the clay - 1
which Gabriel had brought and began to smell it, saying, “Woe unto sorrow (karb) and

(.” affliction (balā
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Lady Umm Salamah placed the clay in a long-necked bottle and began to look at it
(everyday, saying: ‘The day on which you turn to blood will indeed be a grave day.’”(1

Many similar reports like these exist which reliable scholars of the Ahl al-Sunnah wa’l-
Jamā‘at have narrated from the Prophet (s) regarding the sanctity of the blessed
place in which was martyred his grandson and his sweet basil, Imām al-Husayn (may

Allah’s blessings be upon him). Thus, where is the fault and defect if some clay is
taken from such a place for the sake of prostration to Allah, the Exalted, the One and

?Peerless

P: 32

Al-Tabarānī, Al-Mu‘jam al-Kabīr, vol. 3, p. 108, in the chapter on the Biography of - 1
(. Imām al-Husayn (‘a
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FOURTH DISCUSSION

Reason for Emphasis on Prostrating on the Soil from the Grave of Imām al-Husayn

((‘a

The intended objective of prostrating on the earth of Karbalā is to take advantage of
.two basic and precious principles

The first principle

(It is considered appropriate to take clean and pure soil by a worshipper for himself,(1

for the sake of prostration, when he is certain of its purity. This soil may be from any
place and from any land for they are all legally suitable and acceptable as there is no
superiority of one land over the other with respect to prostration on it. This attitude on

the part of the

P: 33

The use of the masculine gender here is by no means meant to belittle the feminine - 1
gender; rather it simply denotes the person of a human being and is used for the sake

.[ of simplicity. [trans
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worshipper is similar to the care and attention necessary with respect to the purity of
his body, clothes and place of prayer. Thus, a Muslim sensibly takes clean and pure
clay for himself so as to prostrate on it whether traveling or at rest, but especially
when traveling as it is difficult to obtain the required level of certitude of the purity of
every land that a Muslim happens to travel to and halts at, such as hotels, inns, guest
houses, ports and stations. Indeed, how is it possible for him to acquire certainty of
the requisite purity of the different lands he may travel to, especially when scores of
different people, Muslims and non-Muslims travel through them and who do not pay

?heed to the religious instructions regarding purity and impurity

So what is the objection if a Muslim, mindful of his religious duties, carries with him
clean soil, absolutely satisfied and certain of its purity so that he may be able to
prostrate on it during the ritual prayers, thereby saving himself from prostrating on
dirt, squalor or impurity which will not draw him close to Allah, the Honorable and
Glorious? Moreover, the established practice [sunnah] of the Prophet (s) does not
permit prostrating on filth. A considerable number of emphatic legal instructions
demand the purity of the body parts of the worshipper and his clothes, and the
prohibition to pray at, on or in various places such as dunghills, abattoirs, cemeteries,

(in the middle of a path, bathrooms and the watering places of camels.(1

P: 34

Ibn Mājah, Sunan, vol. 1, p. 202, these instructions can also found in the other books - 1
.of traditions
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(There are also recommendations for keeping mosques clean and fragrant.(1

This was the view adopted by the Muslims of the earlier centuries and mindful of this
(prudent attitude was the successor and jurist Masrūq ibn Ajdā(2

who used to carry on his travels a brick or clay tablet for prostrating on it. This is
reported by Abū Bakr ibn Abū Shaybah in the second volume of his book Al-
Musannaf, in the chapter entitled: “He who used to carry a thing on which to prostrate
while traveling on a ship.” Reporting through the medium of two chains, he writes,

.” “When Masrūq would travel by ship he would carry with him a tablet to prostrate on

This thus is the first principle used by the Shī‘ites, and sharing this view with them are
the early Muslims from among the earliest Companions and Successors, may they all

.be blessed

P: 35

.Ibn Mājah, Sunan, vol. 1, p. 206, as also in other sources - 1
Masrūq ibn Ajdā ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Mālik al-Hamadānī, known by the agnomen - 2
Abū ‘Ā’ishah (d: 62 Hijri) was a prominent Successor and from the narrators of the Six
Authentic Books. He narrates from Abū Bakr, ‘Umar, Uthmān, and ‘Alī. He was a jurist,
a devout worshipper, trustworthy and virtuous. He was from amongst those of ‘Abd

Allāh bin Mas‘ūd’s companions who used to teach the Prophetic Sunnah to the people.
He is reported to have uttered these words at the moment of his death as recorded in
the Tabaqāt of Ibn Sa‘d, “O Allah, I am not dying on any affair which the Prophet of
Allah did not practice, nor Abū Bakr and ‘Umar.” Refer to Bukhārī, Great History, 4th
edition (old) vol. 2, p. 35; Ibn Sa‘d, Tabaqāt, vol. 6, pp. 50-56; Ibn Abū Hātam, Al-Jarh wa

.al-Ta‘dīl, 4th edition (old), vol. 1, p. 396; Tahdhīb al-Tahdhīb, vol. 10, p. 109
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The second principle

There exists a long established general rule that various lands possess varying
degrees of excellence and precedence, which suggests that they possess differences
in nature, qualities and effects. This is a natural and rational principle agreed upon by
all the nations of the world, that due to specific associations and relationships, which

certain lands may enjoy with certain things, they possess special merits. From these
.merits flow certain decrees and from these flow rules which may not be overlooked

Have you not seen official squares, royal palaces, halls and buildings associated with

governments, especially those related to the person of the monarch possess a special
significance and prestige and rules unique to them? Is it not incumbent on the nation
to give due regard to them, and to act in accordance with what is promulgated from

?within them, of rules, regulations and decrees

Similar is the case in relation to lands, buildings and houses linked to and associated
with Allah, the Honorable and Glorious. They possess special merits, rules, rites and
attributes, which are necessary for all those who have submitted themselves to Allah,

.to observe and respect

This universally accepted principle yields special rules for the Ka‘bah, a unique

significance for the Sacred Mosque [Masjid al-Harām] and specific rules for the two

holy mosques of Mecca and Medina. The same is true of other mosques, synagogues,
churches and places of worship wherein the name of the Lord is uttered, which

possess sacredness, nobility, rules of

P: 36
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purity and impurity. Ladies in menstruation and those experiencing bleeding due to
child birth as well as individuals who have not purified themselves after sexual coition
may not enter these places. It is absolutely prohibited to sell buildings housing a
mosque, and many other special rules and limits drawn up with respect to their

.relationship to the King of Kings, the Lord of the Universe

Thus, the command to consider Mecca as a sacred precinct wherein no violence is
permitted, calling believers to gather there from every far off place, the promulgation

of a body of rules for it, even the plants which grow inside it, are all due to the
association of Mecca with Allah, the Honorable and Glorious. The religious legal
decrees mentioned confirm this consideration and this is the reason for Allah’s

.choosing it above all other lands

Similarly, the city of Medina is regarded as a Divine sanctuary and a place revered. All

those rules of sanctity and reverence, transmitted in the noble traditions in its favor
and in favor of its soil, its inhabitants and those buried in it, depend upon its

association and relation with Allah, the Honorable and Glorious, and the fact of it being
.the seat of His great Prophet (s), the deliverer of His last message

This rule of association is not specific to Islamic law; rather, it is a natural law, which

Islam affirms and is in accord with. This rule is not restricted to the comparative

excellence of various lands, but is an established principle, which extends to the
comparative merits of the prophets and messengers, the successors of the prophets,

the special Friends of

P: 37
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Allah, the truthful, the martyrs, the individual believers, everything meritorious in
relation to another in the light of established Islamic criteria. This principle is the very
crux and the pivot of life by which every thing is strengthened, and in which every

.desire and affair terminates, and which gives birth to bonds of affection

So in light of the above, we ask: what was that which caused the Prophet (s) to weep

for his grandson al-Husayn (‘a), to mourn him as he did, and to have that attitude
?towards the soil of Karbalā which he did

What was that which made Lady Umm Salamah guard so carefully the soil of Karbalā
?in a bottle

What was it which made Lady Fātimah take some soil from the pure grave of her
?father and to smell its fragrance

What was it that made the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Alī (‘a), take a handful of the
earth of Karbalā when he traveled across it, to smell it and to weep over it till the
ground was wet with his tears? And he said, “Seventy thousand souls will be

resurrected from this land that will enter heaven without any reckoning,” as recorded
(by al-Tabarānī and regarding whose chain al-Haythamī(1

.” said, “Its narrators are reliable

The above discourse will have clarified for the objective researcher the secret of the
merit of the soil of Karbalā, the extent of its affiliation to Allah, the Honorable and

,Glorious, the degree of its sanctity

P: 38

.Majma‘ al-Zawā’id, vol. 9, p. 191 - 1
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.and the sanctity of the one buried in it with regard to his proximity to Allah

So now, what is your opinion about the sacredness of the earth which is the resting
place of the one martyred in the way of Allah and the great leader of His army, the
one who dedicated himself completely to Allah, the Honorable and Glorious? The

resting place of His beloved and the grandson of His beloved, the one who called
towards Allah and was His proof, the one who rose for His cause and generously
offered his life, his family and his valuable possessions in His path; the resting place of
the one, who laid down his life for the sake of enlivening the Word of Allah

[kalimatullāh], the Honorable and Glorious, testifying His oneness and strengthening
?His path

How can Allah, the Honorable and Glorious, not perpetuate his memory in the

heavens and on the earth when the love of Allah had completely captivated al-
?Husayn’s (‘a) heart

Is not prostration on the soil of this earth more deserving than prostrating on any
other pure earth, highland or courtyard, and more worthy than a spread, or carpet, or
woven fabric, for which there is no permission in the practice [sunnah] of the Prophet

(? (s

Is not prostration on the soil of this earth better to gain nearness to Allah, the
Honorable and Glorious, and is it not closer in servitude to Him, and more suitable to

?express humbleness, servility and obedience to Him

Is it not more fitting to place the side of the face and the forehead on the soil of that
,earth, hidden in which are lessons of defense, loyalty and sacrifice to Allah

P: 39
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the Honorable and Glorious, the manifestation of His Holiness and that of the

?Protector of Islam

Is it not befitting, in the light of the secrets of prostration on earth, that prostration be
done on that earth in which lies the secret of the majesty, glory, grandeur and
illustriousness of Allah, the Exalted, and in which lies the most distinct manifestation of

?signs of servitude to Allah, the Honorable and Glorious

Is it not worthy to prostrate on the soil of that earth within which are buried solid
proofs of monotheism, who accepted annihilation for it? Do they not arouse a

?generosity of heart, compassion and sympathy

Is it not preferable and perfect to take for the place of one’s prostration, soil from that
earth from whose surface gush out springs of blood, dyed in the color of love for God

?and His message, the color of pure devotion to Him

It should be borne in mind that the use of the soil from the grave of Imām al-Husayn

(‘a) is not an imposed obligation and neither is it a religious or legal obligation, which

the school of the Ahl al-Bayt (‘a) imposes. Neither has anyone of the adherents of this
school ever differentiated between it and the soil of other places with respect to the
permissibility of prostration on it. Instead, this practice is only a preference to

.prostrate on it in the light of the reason and logic given earlier

Indeed, many of the adherents of this school carry with them in their travels things
besides the clay from Karbalā, clean, pure straw mats, provided they are certain of its

.purity

P: 40
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In addition, the Imāms of the house of the Prophet (s), in many reliable texts, have
declared great care and interest in this noble and virtuous soil with respect to the

.blessings in it, kissing it and the preference of prostrating on it

Therefore, do not confine the value of the soil from the grave of Imām al-Husayn (‘a)
only to its comparative aspect vis-à-vis other soils, for it has taken on another
character for a great cause in Islam, and a theological and pedagogical dimension,

(. whose worth is drawn from the immortality of the revolution of Imām al-Husayn (‘a

P: 41
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Transliteration Symbols
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About center
In the name of Allah

نَومُلَْعیَالَنَیذَِّلاوََنومُلَْعیَنَیذَِّلایوِتَسْیَْلهَ
?Are those who know equal to those who do not know

al-Zumar: 9

:Introduction
Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan, from 2007, under the authority of
Ayatollah Haj SayyedHasanFaqihImami (God blesses his soul), by sincere and daily
efforts of university and seminary elites and sophisticated groups began its activities

. in religious, cultural and scientific fields

:Manifesto

Ghaemiyeh Computer Research Institute of Isfahan in order to facilitate and

accelerate the accessibility of researchers to the books and tools of research, in the
field of Islamic science, and regarding the multiplicity and dispersion of active centers

 in this field
and numerous and inaccessible sources by a mere scientific intention and far from
any kind of social, political, tribal and personal prejudices and currents, based on
performing a project in the shape of (management of produced and published works

from all Shia centers) tries to provide a rich and free collection of books and research
papers for the experts, and helpful contents and discussions for the educated

generation and all classes of people interested in reading, with various formats in the
. cyberspace

:Our Goals are
(propagating the culture and teachings of Thaqalayn (Quran and Ahlulbayt p.b.u.t-

encouraging the populace particularly the youth in investigating the religious issues-
 replacing useful contents with useless ones in the cellphones, tablets and computers-

providing services for seminary and university researchers-
spreading culture study in the publich-
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paving the way for the publications and authors to digitize their works-

:Policies
acting according to the legal licenses-

relationship with similar centers-
avoiding parallel working-

merely presenting scientific contents-
 mentioning the sources-

.It’s obvious that all the responsibilities are due to the author

:Other activities of the institute
Publication of books, booklets and other editions-

Holding book reading competitions-
Producing virtual, three dimensional exhibitions, panoramas of religious and tourism-

places

.Producing animations, computer games and etc-
Launching the website with this address: www.ghaemiyeh.com-

 Fabricatingdramatic and speech works-
Launching the system of answering religious, ethical and doctrinal questions-

Designing systems of accounting, media and mobile, automatic and handy systems,-
web kiosks

 Holding virtual educational courses for the public-
Holding virtual teacher-training courses-

Producing thousands of research software in three languages (Persian, Arabic and-
English) which can be performed in computers, tablets and cellphones and available
and downloadable with eight international formats: JAVA, ANDROID, EPUB, CHM, PDF,

HTML, CHM, GHB on the website

Also producing four markets named “Ghaemiyeh Book Market” with Android, IOS,-
WINDOWS PHONE and WINDOWS editions

:Appreciation

We would appreciate the centers, institutes, publications, authors and all honorable
. friends who contributed their help and data to us to reach the holy goal we follow
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: Address of the central office
Isfahan, Abdorazaq St, Haj Mohammad JafarAbadei Alley, Shahid Mohammad

HasanTavakkoly Alley, Number plate 129, first floor
Website: www.ghbook.ir

Email: Info@ghbook.ir
Central office Tel: 03134490125

021 Tehran Tel: 88318722 ـ 
Commerce and sale: 09132000109

Users’ affairs: 09132000109

Introduction of the Center – Ghaemiyeh Digital Library
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